
 

SMARTPortal
Worldwide access on AXING products
www.axing-smartportal.com

 9Configuration
 9Updates
 9Remote maintenance
 9 Support
 9Monitoring



Worldwide access on 
headends and middleware 
servers

Headend 2

Headend 1

 9 Desktop - Windows, Mac, Linux
 9 Mobile device ready

Benefits at a glance: 

 9 Fast and easy support
 9 Configuration, installation of updates and monitoring of all 
integrated devices remotely

 9 Overview of all installed devices at a glance
 9 Sorted by installation location, device type, status etc.

Middleware server

AXING ensures with its SMARTPortal, a web-based cloud application, an 
easy remote access on web configuration surfaces of its headends and 
middleware servers of the IPTVSolutions.

Configuration, maintenance, updates, failure analysis

With AXING’s SMARTPortal a worldwide configuration of all settings or 
software updates can be ensured. Long travel time to the installation 
location is not necessary anymore. On customer request AXING can 
provide the necessary support.

Secure and encoded connection

AXING headends and middleware servers of the IPTVSolutions ensure a 
continuous secure and encoded connection to the AXING 
SMARTPortal. Only requirement on site is an internet connection (e. g. 
via LAN, EoC, EoC-WLAN-Bridge, 3G/LTE-Router). There is no complicated 
configuration of a router and no additional software for the local computer 
needed.



Shared device access

The owner can share the access to a device by inviting a project manager, 
facility manager or SAT / IT specialist to manage. This shared user can 
manage, configure or maintain headends or middleware servers.

Register and share

Register - fast and easy on www.axing-smartportal.com

The SMARTPortal user registers as owner, shared user, or team 
member using his e-mail address. The owner receives a system-generated 
user key.

Benefits at a glance:

 9 Easy registration
 9 Unique user key for headends and servers
 9 Invite specialists

Owner

Gets access to the device

Receives
user key

Establishes 
connection to the 
SMARTPortal

The user now enters the user name and user key in all of his headends and 
servers. The devices connect automatically to the SMARTPortal and can 
now be managed, configured, monitored and maintained from anywhere 
– as simply as on-site.

Owner Shares a 
device

Enters the 
user key 
into the 
device

Shared user



Teamwork and   
AXING support 

Teamwork

The owner can invite employees of his company as team members to have 
access to all devices of the owner.

Support from AXING

If support is necessary, and only when the owner explicitly requests this 
service, AXING can also access to the devices and assists in configuring 
and maintaining these devices. This can be decided individually per device 
and can only be decided by the owner.

Owner

Team members 
get access to the 
owner´s devices

Benefits at a glance:

 9 Simple team building
 9 Competent AXING support
 9 Configurable per device
 9 Reliable after-sales services

Activates 
support on 
the device

AXING 
supports

Owner

Builds a team



Why Axing in particular?

We Swiss don‘t waste words. But what we do, we do thoroughly. Which 
is why Axing products are always state of the art. The compact design 
and easy installation are equally impressive.

What is more, with Axing you have a partner at your side offering you all 
the services you need as a one-stop provider – from planning via prepa-
ration through to delivery and operation. Contact us now; we would be 
pleased to advise you on site and make you a detailed offer.

Our AXING commitment:

 9 Very easy handling and installa-
tion of all Axing products

 9 Short-term and reliable delivery 
capability

 9 Consistently high quality
 9 Highly modern technology – 
state of the art

 9 Great flexibility due to wide 
variety of products

 9 Optimum support via competent 
planning and installation service

 9 Technical service / after sales
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